In this paper we give a differential lifting principle which provides a general method to geometrically axiomatize the model companion (if it exists) of some theories of differential topological fields. The topological fields we consider here are in fact topological systems in the sense of [vdD1, 2.11], and the lifting principle we develop is a generalization of the geometric axiomatization of the theory DCF 0 given by D. Pierce and A. Pillay in [PP]. Moreover it provides a geometric alternative to the axiomatizations obtained in [Tr] and [GP] where the authors also build general schemes of axioms for some model complete theories of differential fields. We first characterize the existentially closed models of a given theory of differential topological fields and then, under an additional hypothesis of largeness, we show how to modify this characterization to get a general scheme of first-order axioms for the model companion of any large theory of differential topological fields. We conclude with an application of this lifting principle proving that in existentially closed models of a large theory of differential topological fields, the jet-spaces are dense in their ambient topological space.
Basic algebraic geometry
In what follows K is a field of characteristic zero, Ω is a sufficiently saturated elementary extension of K (in particular Ω is of infinite transcendence degree over K) and Ω denotes the algebraic closure of Ω.
We first recall some elementary definitions and results from algebraic geometry (for more details see [Sh] ). Let J be an ideal of K[X 1 , . . . , X n ] (also denoted K [X] when n is understood), the sets V (J) := {ā ∈ Ω n | ∀p ∈ J, p(ā) = 0} ⊆ Ω n are called K-Zariski-closed subsets. Moreover a K-Zariski-closed set is K-irreducible if it is not the union of two disjoint proper K-Zariski-closed subsets. One can easily see that V (J) is K-irreducible iff the ideal I(V ) := {p ∈ K[X 1 , . . . , X n ] | p(ā) = 0 for allā ∈ V (J)} is prime. In this case V (J) is called K-variety.
Let V be a K-variety, ifc ∈ Ω n is such that its K-Zariski-closure is equal to V , we say thatc is a generic point for V . Equivalentlyc is generic for V iff the transcendence degree of K(c) over K is maximal among the points of V . In this case we define the dimension of V , dim(V ), to be this transcendence degree.
From now on we assume furthermore that K is equipped with a derivation D K . Letā ∈ V , the torsor of V atā is the set
where p D K is the polynomial obtained by taking the derivative of the coefficients of p. We also define the torsor bundle of V to be τ(V ) = {(ā,v) ∈Ω 2n |ā ∈ V ∧v ∈ τā(V )}.
Let us remark that in the equations defining τā(V ) and τ(V ) we may replace the condition " for all p ∈ I(V )" by the condition " for all p ∈ G" where G is any set of generators of I(V ). Since K [X] is noetherian it follows that τā(V ) and τ(V ) are K-definable (i.e. definable with parameters from K) in the language L fields := {+, −, ·, −1 , 0, 1}. We end this section with the following important result due to Pierce and Pillay: 2 Model companion of theories of differential topological fields
In this section we generalize the construction of D. Pierce and A. Pillay for DCF 0 to obtain a geometric axiomatization for the model companion of some theories of differential topological fields which will be defined in Definition 2.8. From now on we consider a first-order extension L of the language L fields which contains no other function symbol than the ones appearing in L fields (i.e. +, ·, − and −1 ) and an L -theory T expanding the theory of fields of characteristic zero.
The following definition is a special case of the definition of a first-order topological structure introduced by A. Pillay in [Pi] .
Definition 2.1. Let K be a model of T and φ (X;Ȳ ) be an L -formula.
• K, φ is a (first-order) topological (L -)field if the set {φ (X;k);k ∈ K n } of Kdefinable subsets of K is a basis for a topology τ φ on K.
• T, φ is a (first-order L -) theory of topological fields if any model of T is a topological field (equipped with the topology τ φ ). 
Note that the topology τ φ is the usual order topology on K.
Let K, v be a non-trivially valued field. We consider the valuation topology on
K which is defined by the formula
Furthermore we impose some additional conditions on the topology τ φ . For this we introduce the two following definitions. Definition 2.3. Let K, φ be a topological field. Then K, φ is proper if:
• K has no isolated points in the topology τ φ . [Ma, Chapter 4] ).
In what follows we will restrict ourselves to the topological fields which satisfy Definitions 2.3 and 2.5. In other words: we assume that all the topological L -fields K we consider are proper topological L -systems in the same way a L -theory T is a theory of topological field is all its models are topological L -fields which are proper topological L -systems . This hypothesis have a direct interesting consequence on the structure of quantifier-free L -definable sets in K.
Lemma 2.7. Let K be a topological L -field. Then every quantifier-free definable subset A ⊂ K n is a finite union of subsets of K n which are an intersection of a K-variety with a K-definable open subset of K n .
Proof. This is an easy corollary of Definitions 2.3 and 2.5 (see also [Ma, Chapter 4] ).
We will now assume that the topological fields we consider are equipped with a derivation.
Definition 2.8. Let T be an L -theory of topological fields, we denote by T D the L Dtheory 1 obtained by adding to T the usual axioms for the derivation i.e. ∀X,Y D(X
Our goal now is to build the model companion (T D ) * of the L D -theory T D under the assumption that the L -theory T already has a model companion that we denote by T * .
The following definition gives a scheme of axioms which characterizes the existentially closed models of T D . Unfortunately we have to ensure the satisfaction of a given condition (Condition 1) which is a priori not first-order in L (or L D ). Nevertheless we will see in the next section how to replace Condition 1 in order to obtain first-order axioms for (T D ) * in the special case where the theory T D is large (see Definition 3.4).
In the sequel and similarly to the previous section, if K is a differential topological field then Ω is a sufficiently saturated L -elementary extension of K (in particular Ω |= T ) and Ω is the algebraic closure of Ω.
for every K-varieties V ⊆Ω n and W ⊆ τ(V ) such that W projects generically 2 on V , if U is a K-definable subset of W which satisfies Condition 1 below then there existsc in V |
K such that (c, D K (c)) ∈ U | K 3 . Condition 1. The K-definable open subset U of W contains a generic point (ā,b) of W in a model L of T extending K.
Theorem 2.10. Assume that Condition 1 is expressible in the first-order language L then PP(T ) is the model companion of T D (i.e. PP(T ) = (T D ) * ).
Proof.
(1): We first show that the models of PP(T ) are exactly the existentially closed models of T D . This is done in a very similar way as in the case of DCF 0 (see [PP, 
and the axioms in
projects generically onto V ). By Lemma 2.7 we may assume that the set defined by Φ L in M is a finite union of subsets which are the intersection of a K-variety and a
K-definable open set. One of these open subsets, say U, contains (c, D M (c)).
Hence, by the scheme of axioms Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.10 and of the fact that a theory T has quantifier elimination iff T is model complete and T ∀ has the amalgamation property (see the proof of [Ho, Theorem 8.4 .1]).
Large differential fields and Condition 1
As said before the scheme of axioms PP(T ) only characterizes the existentially closed models of T D if Condition 1 is satisfied and this condition is not, a priori, first-order in L D . Our aim here is to get rid of Condition 1 and to exhibit a scheme of axioms which is first-order in L D . We first recall a definition introduced in [MR] : Letā = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ Ω n be a generic point of a K-variety V ⊂ Ω n . We can suppose that a 1 , . . . , a r are algebraically independent over K and that the a r+i 's are algebraic over K(a 1 , . . . , a r ) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − r}. 
. . , Q n−r ) is the product of the dominant coefficient of each Q i seen as a polynomial in X r+i with coefficients in
In [MR] the authors use the following lemma to give a less constrained and firstorder version of Condition 1 in the particular case of ordered differential fields.
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a real closed field and assume that V,W,U are as in Definition 2.9. If U | K contains a semi-generic point of W then U contains a generic point (ā,b) of W such that K(ā,b) is an ordered field.
Proof. See [MR] .
The result stated in Lemma 3.2 can also be obtained in other examples of theories of topological fields. For this, we have to remark that the main tool used in the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [MR] is the intermediate value property for real closed fields. So this proof can be slightly modified in order to apply to any theory of topological fields T satisfying a topological analogue of this property.
To formalize this we introduce the following two definitions:
be a topological L -field and Ω be a sufficiently saturated L -elementary extension of K. An element t of Ω is K-infinitesimal (in Ω) if it belongs to all non-empty K-definable open subsets of K containing 0.

Definition 3.4. A L -theory of topological fields T is large if, for any K, Ω |= T such that Ω is a sufficiently saturated L -elementary extension of K, the following holds:
for each f (X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 ) ∈ K[X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 ], if there exist y 1 , . . . , y n ∈ Ω and x ∈ K such that f (y 1 , . . . , y n , x) and
, then there exists y ∈ Ω such that f (y 1 , . . . , y n , y) = 0 and x − y is Kinfinitesimal. We will also say that the L
D -theory T D is large when T is.
We now generalize Lemma 3.2 to the case of large theories of topological fields.
Lemma 3.5. Let K |= T where T is a large L -theory of topological fields and let V ⊆Ω n be a K-variety. Assume furthermore that W ⊆ τ(V ) is a K-variety which projects generically onto V . If U ⊂ W is a non-empty K-definable open set such that U | K contains a semi-generic point of W then U contains a generic point (ā,b) of W such that K(ā,b) |= T .
This lemma simply says that, given a large theory of topological fields T and a model K of T , if we assume that V,W,U are as in the scheme of axioms PP(T ) then Condition 1 holds as soon as U | K contains a semi-generic point for W .
Proof. As previously noted the proof is a generalization of the proof of Lemma 3.2 appearing in [MR] (in this particular case, the topology is the order topology and the role of the largeness hypothesis is played by the intermediate value property for real closed fields).
Remark first that since W projects generically onto W we can find a set of canonical generators {Q 1 , . . . , Q n−r , Q n+1 , . . . , Q 2n−s } of W where r = dimV , r + s = dimW and Q 1 , · · · , Q n−r are canonical generators of V . Let (ā,b) be a semi-generic point of W | K belonging to U and recall that Ω is a sufficiently saturated L -elementary extension of K.
Claim: In Ω we can choose t 1 , . . . ,t r , u 1 , . . . , u s K-infinitesimal and algebraically independent over K.
Assume the claim is proved and put c l = a l + t l and d m = b m + u m for each l ∈ {1, . . . , r} and each m ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Since Q 1 and Q n+1 vanish at (ā,b), the elements Q 1 (c 1 , . . . , c r , a r+1 ) and Q n+1 (c 1 , . . . , c r , a r+1 , . . . , a n ,
Using the largeness of T recursively first on each a r+i and then on each b s+ j with i ∈ {1, . . . , n − r} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n − s} , we find for each i resp. each j an element
Proof of the claim: Let us consider the following set F(X 1 , . . . , X r+s ) of all formulas:
where f (X 1 , . . . , X r+s ) ranges over non-zero polynomials in r + s indeterminates with coefficients in K, φ is the distinguished L -formula which determines a basis of the topology and the tuplek ranges over K and is such that φ (K;k) := {x ∈ K | K |= φ (x,k)} contains 0 (let us denote by K 0 the set of such tuples). By the saturation of Ω, it is sufficient to show that this set is a partial (r + s)-type over K. In other words, it is sufficient to prove that there exist x 1 , . . . , x r+s in Ω such that
We proceed by induction on r + s. If r + s = 1 the result follows since f (X) has only finitely many roots in K and, by Lemma 2.4, φ (K;k 0 ) is infinite. Suppose now that there exist x 1 , . . . , x r+s−1 in Ω such that for allk in K 0 and for each non-zero polynomial f (X 1 , . . . , X r+s−1 ) with coefficients in K we get
Let g(X 1 , . . . , X r+s ) be a non-zero polynomial in r + s indeterminates with coefficients in K and fix a tuplek 0 in K 0 . If
then, by the inductive hypothesis, g(x 1 , . . . , x r+s−1 , X) ≡ 0 for x 1 , . . . , x r+s−1 belonging to φ (K;k 0 ).
n for some natural number d. Using again the inductive hypothesis one can deduce that g i ≡ 0 and hence g ≡ 0, a contradiction.
This last lemma allows us to re-express, in this special case of large theories, the axioms in 2.9 in the following first-order way: [MR] . [GP] shows that henselian non-trivially valued fields are also large in the sense of Definition 3.4. Hence Theorem 3.6 provides a geometric analogue to the axiomatization of the theory (ACV F 0 ) * D introduced in [GP, Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 5.2] .
On another hand, the work developed in
We end this section with a few words about the first-order expressibility of the axiomatization appearing in Theorem 3.6 in the language
By the work of van den Dries and Schmidt in [vdDS] , the following properties of the tupleū are expressible by a first-order formula:
An other important point is to express (by a first order formula in the variablesū) that: given a set of polynomials
∞ is prime and is equal to I(W ). This also can be deduced from [vdDS] and the following fact (see [Tr] ): let I be an ideal of a domain A and h ∈ A, then
The reader can refer to [Ch2] to get more details. 
Existentially closed differential fields and jet-spaces
In this last section we use the material introduced before to prove that in the existentially closed models of a large L D -theory T D of differential topological fields, the jet-spaces are dense in their ambient space w.r.t. the underlying topology τ φ of T . We first recall the definition of the jet-space associated to a differential field:
Definition 4.1. Let K be a differential field and (r 1 , . . . , r n ) be a tuple of positive integers, the (r 1 , . . . , r n )-jet-space of K is the set J (r 1 ,...,r n ) (K) = {(x 1 , x ′ 1 , . . . , x 1 (r 1 ) , . . . , x n , x ′ n , . . . , x n (r n ) ) | (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ K n }. Proof. Since J (r 1 ,...,r n ) (K) = J r 1 (K) × · · · × J r n (K) and density is preserved by direct products of topological spaces it is sufficient to prove that, for any positive integer n > 1, the (n − 1)-jet-space of K is dense in K n . For this let U be a K-definable open subset of K n in order to show that U contains a point of J n−1 (K). Consider the differential polynomial f (X) = X (n) , its separant is equal to the constant polynomial 1. Consider also the following K-varieties: . . , u n−1 ) ∈ U} of W . It is easy to see that each point of U is semi-generic for W and then, using the fact that T is large (Lemma 3.5 applies) and the axioms 2 of Theorem 3.6, we get a differential point (u, u ′ , . . . , u (n−1) ) in U proving the density of the jet-space.
